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QUESTION 1

Which two statements describe what happens when a System.DatectLanguages component is used in a dialog flow? 

A. The system.DetectLanguage component sets the profile.languageTag variable to the language code of the detected
user language. 

B. The system. DetectLanguage component sets the autoTranslate variable to the language code of the detected user
language. 

C. A system.DetectLanguage component state causes an exception if no translation service is configured for a skill. 

D. The system.DetectLanguage component sets the profile.locale variable to the language code of the detected user
language. 

E. The system.DetectLanguage component does not detect English because it is the default language. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

A user is in the middle of a conversation flow with a digital assistant but then triggers the Exit system intent by saying
"get me out of here". Which statement is true? 

A. Depending on digital assistant routing parameters, the user will be prompted to confirm exiting from the current
conversation. 

B. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is lower than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

C. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is greater than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

D. Because the user didn\\'t explicitly specify the invocation name of the skill when exiting, the user will always be
prompted to confirm exiting the current conversation. 

E. The conversation will resume at a state in the skill defined by a digital assistant parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which variable type is automatically set with values from the chat client,such as locate and timezoneoffset? 

A. System variables 

B. Variables that are defined in the context section in the dialog flow 

C. User variables 

D. System.config variables 
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E. Profile variables 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What statement correctly describes the Authentication Service ion Oracle Digital Assistant? 

A. The Authentication Service authenticates users to Oracle Identity Cloud Service. It provides customizable login
screens that are displayed in the context of a user-bot conversation. 

B. The Authentication Service holds the identity provider configuration that is used at run time in Oracle Digital Assistant
to retrieve an access token that authorizes REST service calls. 

C. The Authentication Service authenticates Oracle Digital Assistant users to a social media identity provider (for
example, Facebook) and associates social media accounts with accounts stored in the 

Oracle Identity Cloud Service. 

D. The Authentication Service allows bot designers to configure a custom webhook to authenticate and authorize users
using the System.OauthAccountLink component. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements are true about composite bag entities? 

A. They define a business domain object as a collection of related system entities and custom entities. 

B. When you add entities to the composite bag, you can control how they get extracted in related to other entities and
when they are prompted for. 

C. The composite bag will always enforce that every entity has a valid value before allowing the conversation to move
on to the next state in the dialog flow. 

D. You need to create a separate composite bag to handle nonentity types such as strings. Locations, and
attachments. 

E. The composite bag can resolve all entity values using only a single state in the dialog flow. 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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